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What is the Fence post cap? 
Introduction： 
 

The Stainless Steel and Copper Pyramid Post Caps used for 4x4, 5x5, 
6x6, 4x6 and 8x8 inch fence posts, deck posts, square posts and post boxes 
prevent the deck, fence, railing from erosion of weather, wind, wildlife and 
natural wear,our fence post cap are suitable for standrad fence, deck,these 
sturdy square brass gate caps slide across and twist to the top of the fence or 
deck post, fixed simply with provided screwsand easy to install, which is strong 
and safe. 
 
Actual Post Sizes: 
 
� Available Material: Iron Steel,Copper, Stainless Steel,CastingAluminium 
� Finish: hot dipped galvanized,coating brass/copper,cowder coating. 
� Usually size :71mm,77mm, 91mm,101mm,111mm,116mm,121mm. 
� Shape: round with pyramid, square with pyramid, ball type etc, 
� Used for fence posts, deck posts, square posts and post boxes,strandard 

size of 4x4, True 4",4x6, 5x5, 6x6, True 6", and 8x8 *, we can offer you a 
coarse-cut column cap depending on the actual size. 

 
Features and advantages： 
 

The fence post cap prevent the deck, fence, railing from erosion of 
weather, wind, wildlife and natural wear,in particular, the top will absorbt the 
damage of most of the moisture and external, Our fence post cap is not only 
waterproof but also strong. It can extend the service life of deck or fence 
posts,it has solid integral wood base with individual metal pyramid cover. 

And cover the top and sides of the bottom to eliminate water contact,wood 
can be dyed or painted to enhance the appearance,the stainless steel will 
remain original gloss.Make sure life doesn't crack in the corner,used for fence 
posts, deck posts, square posts and post boxes. 

The length of the slide lip is completely unique to the mail hat storage 
products to provide the best protection of the water,copper surfaces will 
naturally form turquoise or raw gloss can be preserved with spray (not included) 
over time. 

Powder coating provides this unique aluminum mail hat with its elegant 
and complex appearance.No matter your fences and fence posts are soiled, or 
you want them to look like weathering as you age, our fence post caps will  
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prevent your supports and speed the overall look of your porches or deck 
railings.Aluminum cylinder capsand stainless steel caps do not warp due to 
moisture fluctuations, causing duplicated contraction and expansion. The 
metal rear cap will not be eroded, decayed or decayed by the weather, nor will 
be damaged by rodents and insects. 
 
 
Installation： 
 

Our fence post caps are suitable for standard sized 
mailboxes,arbors,gates and lamp post, such as 4x4, 5x5, 6x6, 4x6 and 
8x8,and easy to install.These sturdy square brass gate caps slide across and 
twist to the top of the fence or deck post,only need to be fixed with 
screws.Different from the other metal post caps and tops,for the corner, which 
have no joints or solder.Includes 2 mounting screws, while a direction screw is 
recommended to prevent theft,All post hat storage copper products are 
stamped with a piece of copper and are guaranteed never to crack around the 
corner.  
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